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Edit the Share Retainer storage interface. Fixers are special NPCs in Final Fantasy XIV with which players can store their items and gil. They have a maximum storage capacity of 175 items, and can be assigned to sell goods on the market. Receiving and setting up fixers (edited editing source) in A
Realm Reborn, players have the right to hire a retainer after joining Scions of the Seventh Dawn during the main script. Fixers can be hired by talking to Retainer Vocates in any major urban market arrival. Up to two retainers can be hired. Players can get additional retainers by paying an additional fee
with their subscription. Players can choose from any race/gender combination for their retainer, customize their appearance and assign a nickname to designate them. Heavensward must be registered to account players to hire Auri fixers, while Shadowbringers must be registered to hire Viera and
Hrothgar fixers. Prior to Patch 2.2, they could carry any piece of equipment for sale, as a means to advertise assets, but with the addition of Ventures players can equip them manually and assign a class. Patch 2.4 introduced a paragraph called Retainer Fantasia (received randomly from fast enterprise
research), allowing the player to change the look and name of their retainer without dismissing them. Starting with patch 3.2, fixers can be assigned a full task, including added with extensions. The player can summon his retainer Bell to the market ward of each major city, as well as residential areas, hotel
rooms and other large settlements such as Revenant's Toll. The Bell Fixer can also be installed in player accommodation and supplied installed in Free Company workshops. Retainer Ventures (edit the editing source) Starting with Patch 2.2, players can assign their fixers a class and assign them to
Ventures. Classes can only be assigned based on what the player is unlocked, and the maximum level was the player's grade level of minus five (except 60, where it becomes 60 for the retainer). Fixers can be assigned to any class except craft classes, and cannot equip work crystals (later modified in
patch 3.2, by purchasing a modern vocation for 40 Ventures from any Vocate NPC fixer, the update works applied through a virtual soul stone). Equipment equipped for the retainer affects their ability to perform Projects, depending on the average level of the product (or, in the case of the Earth
Apprentices, their Collection rating). So it is best to try to improve the gear retainer as much as possible. To send them to the company, players must pay them with special tokens of the enterprise. This currency can be obtained by filling out levequests, Beast-Tribe quests, or purchased from a Great Seal
Company or Allied Seals. Enterprise Real-time exercise; once completed, they will present the items and gain experience for their efforts. Exploration companies take the longest and are divided into levels Roman numerals), but provide considerable experience and sometimes a rare item (including
exclusive henchmen). Purchasing facilities are useful for helping to develop. Once the retainer reaches level 10, it can conduct a quick reconnaissance that gives a completely random element (regardless of class). Items extracted from rapid exploration can range from odd fish or housing components, to
different equipment and craft materials. In some rare cases, they have been seen extracting items from the endgame content. The EXP they get depends on how rare the item is. Note that even while claiming, they can still sell goods on the market or contact to handle items. However, players cannot
change their equipment until the company is complete. The title Limit Duration Hunting Apprentice War/Magic Retainer will try to get a certain type of item to fallen creatures. 40 minutes - 1 hour 1 Mining miner Retainer will try to get a certain type of item out of mountain and quarrying hubs. 40 minutes - 1
hour 1 Botany Retainer will try to get a certain type of item from logging and cleaning nodes. 40 minutes - 1 hour 1 Fishing Fisher Retainer will try to get a certain type of seafood suitable for crafting. 40 Minutes - 1 Hour 1 Field Study The War Apprentice/Magic Retainer will explore on its own and bring
back both Allagan coins and random trophies. 18 Hours 2 Highland Miner Exploration Retainer will explore on their own and return both Allagan coins and random material. 18 Hours 2 Woodland Reconnaissance Nerd Retainer will explore on their own and bring back both Allagan coins and random
material. 18 Hours 2 Waterside Exploration Fisher Retainer will explore on its own and return both Allagan coins and random fish. 18 Hours 2 Fast Level Reconnaissance 10 Fixer will make a short expedition to get a completely random item. 1 Hour 2 Community Content is available under CC-BY-SA
unless otherwise stated. 03-22-2018 01:18 PM #1 Personal aesthetic tastes aside, what jobs fixer should I go for? Which of them are currently considered the best? I have 8 retainers and I was thinking of doing 4 fights, 1 MNR, 1 BNT, and 2 FSH, or would it be more effective to have more MNRs and
BNTs than that? The latest edited Vivi_Bushido; 03-22-2018 at 01:59 PM. 03-22-2018 01:53 PM #2 Originally published Vivi_Bushido Personal Aesthetics Tastes Aside, What Jobs Fixer Should I Go For? Which of them are currently considered the best? I have 8 retainers and I was thinking of doing 4
fights, 1 MNR, 1 BNT, and 2 FSH, or would it be more effective to have more MNRs and BNTs than that? I've got four of them. DRG (like me) and one of each meeting. Honestly, I've never been in need of more than one type of fee at a time. I think in order to answer that you have to your retainers you
have to think about what you are going to need materials wise. Hunting materials (monster drops) always sell well, as people don't want to go go yourself if you want money. If you're going to do crafting you're going to think if you're going to specialize or omnicraft and highlight properly: carpenters would
like nerds and hunters, jewelers need miners and nerds and so on. WHERE DOES THIS KETTLE KEEP INTRODUCING ME ALL THE TIME? 03-22-2018 02:59 PM #3 I think it all depends on what items you will need them to return more often for crafting etc. 03-22-2018 03:05 PM #4 Combat to go to
any job you have the best outfit you can create or get for your fixers, otherwise it doesn't matter what jobs they have for the fight. I know a nerd can get you some interesting stuff from higher levels, but don't know that, just what I've heard since I don't do crafting/collecting. The rest I have no idea about,
not sure what the benefits are for job-based development for fixers. 03-22-2018 06:54 PM #5 Originally published Vivi_Bushido Personal Aesthetic Tastes Aside, What Jobs Fixer Should I Go For? Which of them are currently considered the best? I have 8 retainers and I was thinking of doing 4 fights, 1
MNR, 1 BNT, and 2 FSH, or would it be more effective to have more MNRs and BNTs than that? Depends on what materials you don't want to collect yourself. FSH is usually the least useful retainer - it can't catch all the fish you can, and the ones it can catch aren't all that useful. There are some good
things that you can get from FSH reconnaissance missions, but once you have them, then you have them. They are how I would do it in your case: 3 fights, 2 mins, 2 BTN, 1 FSH. 03-22-2018 10:10pm #6 I will - never - pay for more fixers, so my 2 SCH and BTN retainers. 03-22-2018 10:14 PM #7
Originally published Vivi_Bushido Personal Aesthetic Tastes Aside, What Jobs Fixer Should I Go For? Which of them are currently considered the best? I have 8 retainers and I was thinking of doing 4 fights, 1 MNR, 1 BNT, and 2 FSH, or would it be more effective to have more MNRs and BNTs than
that? Hmm with xtra one I have 3 miners, 3 botanists, 1 fish, 1 DRK, 1 Dr. Reason: Miners/Botanists are great if your craft is specifically for housing projects, well equipped I get a lot of headquarters materials and rare gear from expeditions. Fish; mainly for alchemy and food, Drk/Drg before it was worth it
when they collect 30 pieces, now it's 10 I just use them for high quality materials. Expeditions are good if they lvl 350 in gear. 03-22-2018 10:17 #8 I really love my collection of fixers. Min/Bot can save you a lot of effort, especially if you know you want to create something later but are busy doing
dungeons. Make them get things for you. They don't even care about caviar timers for pristine knots. This is Convenient. Combating ones can serve the same purpose for skin and the like, but also just find random things. With how much you have, you can cover the glove, but I'd probably go go at least 2
minutes/2 BOT. Maybe three of each. Survivor of the 2018 housing savage. Disagreements: Tridus-2642 03-22-2018 10:51 pm #9 I have 4. 1 hunter, one botanist, one fisherman, one miner. Everything works well 03-22-2018 11:29 pm #10 I only pay for 1 extra retainer at the moment, so I have 1 fight, 1
min, 1 btn. Honestly, combat fixers are most useful to me personally. It's like it's a pity I didn't have more than one. 1.
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